This paper investigates the effect that the QP offset value has on the coding performance of HEVC. We relate QP offset to the type of texture content present in the sequence. These then are used to develop a low-complexity adaptive QP offset selection method. This enables in-loop configuration of the QP offset parameter in a way that is content dependent and utilizes available encoding statistics. The proposed adaptive method is found to offer average bitrate reductions ranging from 1.38% for dynamic texture sequences up to 1.59% for static texture sequences relative to the QP offset used in the JCT-VC common test conditions.
INTRODUCTION
In HEVC as in previous lossy video coding standards, the level of compression applied and the bit rate generated when coding a sequence is (primarily) controlled through the quantisation parameter (QP). The QP determines how the coefficients of each transform block (TB) will be quantised. The value of the quantisation parameter can be fixed prior to encoding or adjusted continuously by the codec's rate controller (if used). Previous work has looked at ways of determining this QP value either prior to encoding [1] [2] [3] or in an adaptive manner during encoding [4] [5] [6] [7] with the aim of improving the rate-distortion performance of the codec.
HEVC allows for a different QP offset (QP offset ) to be applied to the QP value of each picture (frame) in a groupof-pictures (GOP) relative to the QP value of the closest I frame (QP I ). The QP value of a picture is then given as QP I + QP offset . The value of the QP offset typically depends on the picture type or the picture temporal ID. Previous work on the H.264 standard introduced an adaptive chroma QP offset decision method based on an adaptive Lagrangian multiplier method [8] .
The JCT-VC common test conditions (CTC) [9] , that were established during the development of HEVC for evaluating the performance of different coding tools, specify different
The work presented was supported by the "Marie Skłodowska-Curie actions -The EU Framework Programme for Research" project PROVISION and the Visual Information Laboratory of the University of Bristol, UK. prediction structures including the random access (RA), one that we focus on in this paper. The random access prediction structure employs hierarchical B-frames following the coding order shown in Fig.1 . The same figure also shows the QP offset applied to each frame in the GOP. It can be seen that the more times a frame in a GOP acts as a reference for other frames the lower its QP offset value is, with the latter ranging from 1 to 4. The QP offset parameter is permitted, within the scope of the standard, to acquire a zero or even a negative integer value, the latter resulting in the relevant frame having a QP value that is lower than that of the I frame.
In this work, we study if and when such QP offset values are beneficial to the rate-distortion performance of the codec and how they relate to the texture content of the coded sequence. Based on the findings of this study we propose a low-complexity adaptive method for in-loop configuration of the QP offset parameter that is content dependent and which utilizes available encoding statistics.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the experiment that we conducted for estimating the QP offset that offers the best rate-distortion performance for the sequences tested. Section 3 presents the adaptive QP offset determination algorithm. Section 4 evaluates the performance of the proposed method and compares it with the CTC QP offset strategy. The paper ends with our conclusions and recommendations for future work.
OPTIMAL QP OFFSET EXPERIMENT
This experiment is motivated by the study presented in [10] . When coding a sequence, the encoder groups the frames of the sequence into groups of pictures (GOPs), with the pictures being of type I, P or B [11] . The frames of the sequence share the same configuration parameters (e.g. Lagrange multipliers, QP offsets, reference indices etc.) regardless of the GOP they belong to. Zhang and Bull [10] indicated that some of these parameters are far from optimal and could be adaptively configured based on certain attributes of the sequence. Doing this was shown to lead to a better overall rate-distortion performance. More specifically an optimal Lagrange multiplier value was estimated based on the ratio of the distortion exhibited in P frames versus the distortion exhibited in B frames as follows:
time Fig. 1 : The CTC random access prediction structure : Hierarchical B-frame structure, coding order and frame QP offset.
where MSE P denotes the mean square error (MSE) [12] of P frames and MSE B the MSE of B frames in a GOP. For the purpose of the MSE ratio calculation in Eq.1, the last B frame in the GOP is considered to be a P frame, because it references a single past frame. Distortion was measured as the MSE between the original and compressed frame. The study of [10] additionally analysed the texture content of the sequences used and observed that sequences dominated by static texture content exhibited higher MSE ratio values than sequences with primarily dynamic texture content.
In the experiment described in this section we aim to investigate two things; a) if an optimal QP offset value can be predicted for the frames of the current GOP based on the MSE ratio of the frames in the previous GOP and b) if there is any relationship between the type of texture content in the examined frames (static or dynamic) and the RD behaviour of these frames under different QP offsets. Table 1 lists the sequences used for testing [13, 14] (CIF resolution, 60fps, 4:2:0 chroma) and the texture class that each sequence was assigned to (A -Static, B -Dynamic and C-Mixed). All sequneces were initially encoded using the random access coding structure shown in Table 2 to obtain anchor points. The sequences were subsequently encoded with different QP offsets and compared (bitrate difference) against the corresponding anchor point. A total of 121 frames from each sequence were encoded at QP values of 22, 27, 32, 37 and 42 with QP offsets ranging from -3 to 3 in increments of 1.
Compared to the CTC random access prediction structure shown in Fig.1 ours differs in that we set the initial QP offset to 0 and the GOP Size to 4 instead of 8. We additionally set the IntraPeriod to −1 thus allowing only the first frame to be intra-coded and the QP factor to 0.5 so that its value does not to influence our conclusions from the experiment. The incremental QP offset that is subsequently applied to each frame is multiplied by the level of the coding hierarchy in which the frame resides; Frame1 is in level 0, Frame2 is in level 1, Frame3 and Frame4 are in level 2. This ensures an even QP difference between levels of the GOP structure and simplifies analysis of the results. The encoder settings used are visible in Table 2 . Table 1 .
In order to establish the optimal QP offset we examine the change in bitrate resulting from the new QP offsets relative to the achor (anchor : zero QP offset for all frames in the GOP). For each coding point (QP value) the optimal QP offset is the one that offers the highest bitrate reduction for the same PSNR. In Fig.2 the optimal QP offset is plotted against the MSE ratio of Eq.1 as calculated for the anchor. It can be clearly seen that sequences with low MSE ratio benefit more from zero or negative QP offsets (points in the lower left quadrant) as opposed to sequences that have MSE ratios closer to 1 that benefit from positive QP offset values (upper A1   A1   A1   B4   B4  B4  B4   B4   C8  C8  C8  C8   C8  C7  C7   C7  C7  C7  A2  A2 A2  A2   A2  C9   C9  C9  C9   C9  A3   A3   A3   A3 A3   B5   B5   B5  B5  B5   B6  B6 right quadrant). Given that sequences that include mostly dynamic textures (denoted with a B followed by the number of the sequence in Fig.2 ) generate lower MSE ratios than those containing static textures (denoted with a A followed by the number of the sequence in Fig.2 ), we can conclude that coding of dynamic texture content would benefit from the use of zero and negative QP offsets (lower left quadrant of Fig.2 ).
The case is more evident in Fig.4 where the optimal QP offsets are plotted against the QP of the sequence. The dynamic (B) sequences benefit from zero or negative QP offsets regardless of the QP whereas static (A) sequences prefer positive QP offsets. Finally, Fig.3 suggests that bitrate savings of up to 8.7% (compared to the CTC recommended QP offset) can be achieved by using different QP offset values for the sequences in Table 1 .
ADAPTIVE QP OFFSET DETERMINATION METHOD
Based on the data collected from the experiment above, we formed the linear regression model described in Eq.2 [15, 16] :
where a, b are the fitting coefficients and MSE ratio the ratio of the total MSE of P frames to that of B frames as defined in Eq.1. For a GOP size of 4 the fitting coefficients are set to a = 6.493 and b = 3.759. In this case the mean absolute error of the model equals to 1. The model is plotted against the experimental data in Fig.2 (green line) alongside a quantised (rounded to the closest integer) version of it that will be used in QP offset determination algorithm (since QP offset can only receive integral values). The Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients for the data in Fig.2 are computed to be 0.771 and 0.712 respectively, which validates the choice of a linear model. The algorithm was implemented in HEVC HM 16.2 following the pseudocode shown in Algorithm 1.
Line 5-9 calculates the average MSE for the P and B frames separately. Line 10-13 in algorithm 1 updates a buffer K that is used for storing MSE statistics from previously Algorithm 1 Estimating best QP offset for frame m. for each GOP i in buffer K do 18: calculate totalMSEXframes where X = P, B CLIP(−4 * mframe level < QP offset < 4 * mframe level) 23: end for encoded GOPs. Line 20 uses these values to calculate the MSE ratio. Line 21 and 22 calculates the appropriate QP offset for the next GOP making sure that the QP offset values of the different hierarchy levels in the GOP don't differ by more than 3. Note that scene cut detection is not included in our implementation. We can overcome this limitation by applying a scene cut detection method similar to [10] .
In our implementation, we tested various QP offset update procedures, in which the MSE ratio was calculated from up to three previous GOPs. The encoding results were compared against the QP offset behaviour recommended in the HEVC common test conditions and shown in Fig.1 (albeit with a GOP size of 4) where there is a QP offset of 1 between the levels of the GOP hierarchy of every GOP. Initially we examined the case of calculating the MSE ratio of the first GOP only or the previous available GOP in every encoding iteration. In another case, statistics from the three previous GOPs (size of buffer K was equal to 3) were used to calculate the simple moving average (SMA) or the weighted moving average (WMA) [17] of the MSE ratio for the P and B frames. The QP offset computed was then replacing the QP offset value of the currently encoding GOP. The update procedure that was eventually selected for implementation increments the QP offset by a value computed from the WMA of the latest 3 GOPs using the weights in [17] . By employing a WMA, we allow the most recent GOP statistics to affect the calculated QP offset more than those of older GOPs.
PERFORMANCE VALIDATION
To validate the performance of the proposed adaptive QP offset method and the derived model, we employed a different set of sequences from those used in the previous sections of this paper. The sequences used for the validation part are listed in Table 3 . The roman numerals in Table 3 denote video resolution (I -416x240, II -832x480, III -640x360, IV -1024x576, V -1920x1080). As before the letters A,B, and C refer to the texture content of the sequence (static, dynamic and mixed respectively). More information about these sequences including how to get access to them can be found in [18] . The validation sequences were used to compare the changes in bitrate resulting from i) our method and ii) the QP offset =0 anchor (using the CTC recommended QP offset =1 between the GOP hierarchy levels). Table 4 lists the relative gains in PSNR and bitrate against the anchor reference configuration. The Bjøntegaard metric [19] was used to facilitate RD comparisons. The final column of the table displays the BD-Rate changes relative to the CTC QP offset approach.
As it can be observed regarding the different resolutions, the bitrate savings are relatively consistent across the groups I-V, indicating that our method is independent of the resolution of the sequence.
Regarding the content type, Static (A) and Dynamic (B) textures exhibit higher encoding performance improvement compared to Mixed (C) sequences. An average reduction in bitrate of 1.59% was observed for Static (A) sequences and a 1.38% for Dynamic (C) sequences, reaching 2.97% for Group III.A.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper investigated the effect that the QP offset value has on the coding performance of HEVC. The findings of the investigation were related to the type of texture content appearing in the sequence and were used to develop an adaptive QP offset determination method. Our method uses available encoding statistics from previously coded GOPs in the sequence to determine the best QP offset for the current GOP. The performance of the proposed adaptive method was validated and was found to offer on average bitrate reductions of 1.07% for all sequences relative to the QP offset used in the JCT-VC common test conditions QP offset strategy.
The lower performance gains observed for mixed texture sequences (0.07%) suggest that, in order for the method to provide the best improvement possible, a frame partitioning should be applied that divides the frame into regions of homogeneous static and dynamic textures. A combination of this work with the method proposed in [10] is another possibility for future work. Subjective quality evaluation could also prove useful in locating the QP offset limits that prevent the introduction of perceivable quality fluctuations.
